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PART I - The Horn of Africa (HoA) : sociological analysis of roots, migrant profiles and 

motivations fostering the attractiveness of the Eastern Route  

The Eastern Route displayed an increased migration flow, with at least 31 266 arrivals of 

migrants in Yemen during the first half of 2022. Understanding the political and sociological 

context of the HoA is a necessary prerequisite to reveal migrants hidden motivations. 

  

A. Political and sociological context of the Horn of Africa 

The HoA has been a major refugee-producing region in the world since the 1980s due to the 

political instabilities of the 1970s. Ethiopia and Somalia are both countries where ethno-

centered governments along with tribalism, regionalism, terrorism (and for Ethiopia 

totalitarism with Derg regim from 1974 to 1987) ruled over whole state or whole regions 

(Sonja Franse et al. 2009). In Ethiopia the political scene has been filled with instabilities, 

conflicts, wars, civil wars and terror since the 1970s/1980s. The 1994 Constitution introduced 

ethnic federalism in Ethiopia. 

Abiy Ahmed, prime minister since 2018, was granted the 2019 Nobel Peace Price1 as he strived 

for progress regarding women conditions, abolished press censorship and granted amnesty to 

political prisoners. He was also praised for his efforts in border conflict resolution with Eritrea. 

Initial hopes and appraisals were later mitigated by researchers scrutinizing actions, decisions 

and speeches of Abiy Ahmed or of his government.  

Some of these researchers even supported firmly Abiy Ahmed in 2019. In an article2 dated 8th 

November 2021, Christopher Rhodes, a academician from Harvard explained the Washington 

Post that the conflict in the Tigray region was « spiraling out of control »  and that « Abiy has 

forever lost the image of savior and peacemaker ». The Ethiopian prime minister was initially 

compared to Nelson Mandela, while he is now mentionned along  « war criminals » such 

as Omar Hassan al-Bashir. 

 
1 From The Nobel Prize website : www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/2019/abiy/facts 
 
2How Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed tore Ethiopia apart, Christopher Rhodes, From the Washington Post, 8th 
November 2021  
www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/11/08/how-prime-minister-abiy-ahmed-tore-ethiopia-apart 
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Other researchers played whistleblowers role as early as 2019, alerting about the situation in 

Ethiopia. Ethnic recruitment was still operating at that time, just less visible than before. Ethnic 

militias roles in local administration raised concerns regarding the capacity of the government 

to control them. These ethnic militias were recruited under Abiy Ahmed mandate as prime 

minister in order to ensure his security, for example during a meeting in Meskal Square in June 

2018. Later, these militias operated under coordination of EPRDF (The Ethiopian People's 

Revolutionary Democratic Front, chaired by Abiy Ahmed) in different regions of the country, 

especially when the official police was overwhelmed. Doubts were expressed related to the 

implementation effectiveness of Abiy Ahmed policies, the populist drifts, and the use of 

authoritarian power to carry out the reforms supported by international partners (far from 

grasping the reality of the field).  

Another report (Tanja R. Müller, September 2019), qualified the rapprochement of Ethiopia 

and Eritrea as « cycles of hope and despair in Eritrea » (subtitle of the report). The cyclic and 

somehow fatalist logic expressed could be compared with the lexic used by the Harvard 

researcher to describe the conflict in Tigray, « spiraling » out of control. The report also 

pointed out that « a state of peace-but-no-change seems to have replaced the no-war-no-

peace stalemate that characterised the situation in Eritrea until July 2018 » (p. 6), which 

translates the complexity of a peacekeeping policy in the region.  

On 9th July 2019, both countries signed a peace agreement to end the ongoing disastrous war. 

In July 2022, RFI opined in an article that the Ethiopian / Erythrean peace agreement, did not 

prevent the war3. The article also dare to suggest that the peace agreement was indeed an 

agreement for the war (mentioning the situation in Tigray), in sharp contrast with hopes 

generated at the time of the agreement. Abiy Ahmed and Erythrean President Isaias Afwerki 

(at the head of the country since 1993) even hugged each other. This agreement was too 

incomplete according to a former Eritrean diplomat in exile (quoted by RFI), as no no economic 

neither monetary agreement was reached. Discussions related to borders were also too 

superficial. 

 
3Éthiopie/Érythrée: l'accord de paix, il y a quatre ans, n’a pas évité la guerre, RFI, 9th July 2022 
https://www.rfi.fr/fr/afrique/20220709-%C3%A9thiopie-%C3%A9rythr%C3%A9e-l-accord-de-paix-il-y-a-quatre-
ans-n-a-pas-%C3%A9vit%C3%A9-la-guerre 
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An article from Courrier international dated June 2022, relates the testimony of a young 

Eritrean in Asmara waiting that the smugglers paid by his family take him to Sudan. As many 

young men in the HoA, he was disappointed by the promises of peace and stability in the 

region, whereas he only experienced conflicts and social difficulties. The shops are empty, 

fruits on the market are mostly rotten and the war severly impacted the population. 

Interestingly, the article pointed out that contraband of goods from Sudan was often the only 

way to get access to products. Asmara streets were full of military shuttling to / from Tigray 

region, in which Eritrea was present, active and involved in several human violations. Both 

Ethiopia and Eritrea denied first the presence of Eritrean troops in the Tigray region. The later 

recognition of this fact by Abiy Ahmed contributed partly to his declassification on the 

international scene.  

The same article mentions that Isaias Afwerki is convinced that TPLF (Tigray People's 

Liberation Front) was organized to overthrow him. Eritrea’s relations with its neighbors is 

sometimes blurred and information are later unveiled by local observers. As an example, the 

training of Somali soldiers in Eritrea was shaded for years. Suddenly the information hit 

officially the headlines of several regional newspaper in July 20224, during a visit of Somalia’s 

President Hassan Sheikh Mohamud to the Somali army brigade in Eritrea. The information led 

to protests in Mogadishu as civil society and relatives were indicated that soldiers were sent 

by the government in Qatar. The troops were already in Eritrea at least a year before 

disclosure of the presence in the press. This remark shall be complemented with the lecture 

of a report from the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, dating also June 

2022. Forced recruitment of soldiers by Eritrea to fight in the Tigray region, including children 

was notified to UN Special Rapporteur by  « multiple and credible sources regarding the 

deployment of Eritrean children in military combat in Tigray. Most of the children deployed 

were 16 and 17 years old » (p. 6). Both disclosures underlined that governements of the HoA 

can also transfer persons (even children) to destination for a specific purpose, sometimes with 

forced recruitment and deception of relatives regarding the destination…which is not far from 

trafficking practices. 

 
4 What Hasan Sheikh told Somalia’s soldiers trained in Eritrea ?, Garowe Online, 11th July 2022 
www.garoweonline.com/en/news/somalia/what-hassan-sheikh-told-somalia-s-soldiers-trained-in-eritrea 
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A positive signal considering human conditions is that Ethiopia authorized the UN and the 

World Bank to rehabilitate the Tigray region. The International Development Association of 

the World Bank approved a USD 300 million (Response-Recovery-Resilience program) to 

reconstruct this region and provide basic services to 600 000 people in starvation danger, on 

top of 2.1 millions of displaced persons as reported on 13th of July5.   

 

B. Complex political and environmental drivers for migration hidden by the label of 

economic migrants 

Flows of migrants through the Eastern Route are mostly explained by simple economic 

reasons, noticeably the search of job in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) or in the other Gulf 

countries. Based on most recent data from the Human Development Index (HDI) introduced 

by United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)6: Ethiopia is ranked 173, Djibouti 166, 

Yemen 179, Saudi Arabia 40 and United Arab Emirates 31, out of 189 countries. The economic 

situation constrats sharply between the Gulf region and the HoA, whereas both regions are 

geographically extremely close. 

Poor economic conditions constitute the primary cause for nearly all Ethiopian migrants 

surveyed by International Organization for Migration (IOM), in a report issued in April 2021. 

These migrants acknowledged that family could encourage to step in this Eastern Route, 

especially motivated by interests in expected remittances. A very minor part of surveyed 

migrants (5%), indicated that the family was activeley involved in their decision. Even less 

migrants answered that they were pushed by the family (1%). Story-telling about sucessful 

migrants (entertained by local contact points of the smuggling networks) can only sustain 

desires to reach KSA. The risk perception is largely veiled by the expected opportunities. 

From an administrative perspective, irregular migration as per researchers (Adugna et al., 

2021) is explained by the bans on migration related to domestic workers in the Gulf, leading 

determined Ethiopians to migrate through the illegal networks of the Eastern Route. These 

 
5 Ethiopia agrees to UN rebuilding of war-torn Tigray, Aggrey Mutambo, The East African, 13th July 2022 
www.theeastafrican.co.ke/tea/rest-of-africa/ethiopia-agrees-to-un-rebuilding-of-war-torn-tigray-3878586 
 
6 UNDP, Human Development Insights : https://hdr.undp.org/data-center/country-insights#/ranks 
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bans were introduced to prevent the abuse and exploitation of migrants. Migrants also 

planned to avoid the kafala system in Saudi Arabia. As per kafala, the employee was 

dependent on a guarantor and at the end of the contract the employee was generally forced 

to leave.  

Labor law reform in 2020/2021 in KSA was introduced to ease the switch of jobs7, but the 

extensive practical application might be complex in a country where relations weighed 

significantly to find a job. Human Rights Watch (HRW), in an article dated March 20218, 

underlined that these reforms are deemed insufficient. In fact, they « allow migrant workers 

to request an exit permit without the employer’s permission for the first time but do not abolish 

the exit permit, which violates human rights ». Skepticism of HRW is noticeable and 

understandable. These reforms shall however somehow slighlty increase the relative degree 

of independence of the labor workforce. This might result in encouraging Ethiopians to 

undertake regular migration procedures. 

Job perspectives in KSA with possibility to send remittances are not the only drivers. 

Environment, demography and economy of the HoA are nurturing needs to migrate in a more 

developped and resilient country. The population increased sharply in Ethiopia : from around 

100 million inhabitants in 2015 to 115 million in 2020. Demography added further pressure 

on the agricultural land. Capacity to reach self-sufficiency is challenged. Droughts also 

threaten the agricultural sector, as reported by United Nations Office for the Coordination of 

Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA). As of June 2022 : 7.1 million people in Somalia are acutely food 

insecure  (with 8 areas of Somalia at risk of famine), 7.2 million people in Ethiopia are severly 

food insecure due to drought. 3 million of livestocks died in Somalia and around 2 to 2.5 million 

in Ethiopia. Alike Ethiopian migrants, Somali migrants started the Eastern Route motivated by 

the persective of job in KSA, but also driven by fear of climate threats, terrorism and violence. 

Similarly to many African countries, poor economic conditions are general words to translate 

complex political situations with climate of corruption, bad governance, clanism, gender 

 
7 Saudi Arabia announces changes to Kafala system, Al Jazeera, 14th March 2021 
www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/3/14/saudi-arabias-long-awaited-kafala-reform-goes-into-effect 
 
8 Saudi Arabia: Labor Reforms Insufficient, Human Rights Watch, 25th March 2021 
www.hrw.org/news/2021/03/25/saudi-arabia-labor-reforms-insufficient 
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based violences... In the memo book « Geopolitics of Africa » (Géopolitique de l’Afrique, 2022, 

the author supported the observation of the present research paper by stating that lack of 

economic opportunities in the country of origin is often the consequence of political issues (p. 

113). Ethiopian / Somali migration through Eastern Route is indeed far from being merely 

economic, even though migrants will concisely answer that they plan to find a job in KSA. 

 

PART II -  Reconstruction of the Eastern Route based on fieldwork from programs 

Several routes are taken by Ethiopian migrants: Northern Route (smuggling route through 

bushes to cross Sudanese border), Southern Route mostly by foot towards South Africa (though 

a small segment can sometimes be operated on water from Kenya to Tanzania) and the 

Eastern Route towards KSA or other Gulf countries through Djibouti / Somalia and then Yemen. 

Somali citizens are also part of the migrant flows of the Eastern Route. Both citizenships 

account by far for almost all reported migrants : available reports from diverse organizations 

did not mention amounts of precise other nationalities among migrants. Ethiopians are largely 

more represented than Somalis over last years. 

As per IOM Quarterly Migration overview report, from April to June 2022, 11 614 migrant 

arrivals were observed in Yemen. The following detailed statistics are provided: 85% 

Ethiopians, 15% Somalis, 66% men, 22% women, 7% boys, 5% girls. The profiles are diversified 

in terms of gender, age, ethnical group... There is also a noticeable presence of children and 

old people, both particularly sensitive to risks arising during the travel. 

98% of surveyed migrants planned to reach KSA as a destination, whereas 2% planned to stay 

in Yemen. Two onboarding sites were identified : 52% of departures from Djibouti and 48% 

from Somalia. IOM numbers are logically underestimated numbers due to the methodology 

that counts only encountered migrants. 

In 2022, a surge of migrants is evidenced with  31 266 migrants arrivals registered by IOM in 

Yemen up to June 2022, compared to a total of 27 693 over 2021. 
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A. Djibouti to Yemen : mostly for Ethiopian migrants through Ethiopia or Somalia 

From the Ethiopian border, migrants reach ultimately the coastal city of Obock through the 

following regions of Djibouti country : Dikhil, Arta and Tadjourah, passing across lake Assal. 

Migrants enter in Djibouti city through Ali Sabah region, by joining a main road, and finally 

reaching Obock for the maritime travel to Yemen. An alternative way to reach Djibouti country 

is through Somalia. Migrants reach region of Woqooyi Galbeed, then cross border through 

neighboring region of Awdal to reach Djibouti.  

Expertise France issued a report, in September 2017, based on observations in the country 

(including Obock region and refugees camp). The fieldwork in Djibouti was complex since the 

topic is sensitive. The report pointed out Djibouti as a major transit country for migrants from 

Ethiopia. As of November 2017, ISS Africa (a think-tank) stated that very few Somalis reached 

Yemen through Djibouti. As of 2014, Somalis mostly go through the Puntland / Somaliland 

disputed regions or through Puntland to reach Yemen. 

Djibouti, as a port, has de facto provided Ethiopia access to the Red Sea since the 

independence of Eritrea in 1993. As per Expertise France, total migrant flow from 2008 to 

2016 departing from Djibouti, was estimated at 365 000. 80% of migrants were from Ethiopia 

(at that time, especially before 2014, Somalia represented still a minor part of migrants 

through Djibouti).  

Considering Q2 2002, 11 614 migrants (underestimated value) crossed IOM checkpoints. 52% 

of them sailed from Djibouti to Yemen. An average price of 500 USD, often quoted by migrants 

for the Eastern Route up to Yemen, is considered here to estimate the value of this bussiness: 

3.02 million USD for Q2 2022. This value, underestimated, is significative for the local economy 

in Obock region. The GDP of Djibouti is expected to reach 3 500 million USD by end 2022. 

Considering, for the purpose of the calculation, that the GPD is homogeneously split across all 

quarters of 2022, a quarterly GDP is obtained : 3 500 / 4 = 875 millions USD. The smuggling 

through Eastern Route in Djibouti accounts roughly for 0.35% of Djibouti GDP in Q2. Very 

conservative values were used and the percentage might confidently be up to 0.5% or 0.6% (if 

more active quarter in terms of migration, or with higher price for the itinerary, or considering 

that the methodology necessarily underestimates the number of migrants. As an example 

agriculture, forestry, and fishing, total percentage of the GDP in Djibouti varied from 1.0% to 
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1.7% as per WorlBank data between 2016-2020. The impact on the local economy could not 

be neglected. 

 

The report from Expertise France stated that vast majority of Ethiopian migrants in Djibouti in 

2016 were Oromos (ethnical group) and Muslims. Another report from ISS in 2017 confirmed 

the prevalence of Oromo through this path. The vast percentage of Muslims from Ethiopia is 

explained through traditions of movements especially concerning Muslims from the HoA 

towards Gulf countries. Indeed, as early as 2009 the Maastricht Graduate School of 

Governance pointed out that many illegal migrants alledged pilgrimage (thus are Muslims) to 

reach KSA (at that time through airport). Several IOM surveys usually evidenced a more 

diversified ethnical composition of the human flows with Ethiopian migrants from Tigray and 

Amhara among others, in addition to Oromo migrants. 

Djibouti is not only a transit spot but might constitute a destination for some Ethiopian 

migrants to find domestic jobs. These migrants are often despised by citizens of Djibouti and 

keen to migrate later to KSA (though the initial plan was just to find a work in Djibouti). 

Furthermore, due to important links with Yemen some refugees from Yemen are living in 

Djibouti without documentating their status, mostly supported by relatives in Djibouti. There 

is a bi-directional flow between Djibouti and Yemen, depending on the security situation in 

Yemen. Irregular migrants and refugees often experiment a situation of «pushed / pulled» in 

this bi-directional flow. 

The boat used for the trip from Obock to Yemen is a dhow (traditional boat in the west Indian 

Ocean) equipped with motor. A relatively huge number of migrants are onboarded. Expertise 

France quoted 40 or 50 migrants per boat. France 24 reportage (February 2020) further 

indicated that the boat owners and smugglers are paid on the basis of the number of migrants 

transported. Boats in the video seem to meet their full capacity. Smugglers usually receive 

migrants on the beaches in Yemen (even beating them at landing site, as seen in the video 

reportage). Departures from Obock are mostly expected to reach governorate of Lahj and for 

a minor part governorate of Taiz in Yemen. 
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This modus operandi leads to risks of overcrowded boat. Accidents happened at sea. The 

waiting period in Djibouti before boarding depends on the payment of the trip. Migrants 

stranding alone on the beaches of Obock, sometimes during several weeks, are usually victims 

of extortion or dehydration. Some migrants are allowed to travel without having earlier paid 

this maritime segment. The trip from Ethiopia to Yemen through Obock is estimated from 500 

to 600 USD by IOM, whereas a multiple of sources indicated 350 to 500 USD. IOM reported 

also that roughly 360 USD where required to go to Obock in 10 to 14 days from Ethiopia. 

Higher prices correspond to segment of the road travelled by cars (not always safer since 

several migrants reported road accidends and injuries). 

Higher prices is indicated by IOM since it is the most recent price available and might translate 

the sharp GDP increase in Djibouti : 1,129 billion USD in 2010, multiplied by almost a 2.5 factor 

to reach 3,384 billion USD in 2020 (expected at 3.5 billion USD by the end 2022). 

Migrants guided to clandestine departure points embark on sea when the horizon is free, 

often late at night, with no AIS/VMS signal (iranian dhows are not equipped with such systems 

that allow detection of boats). With these vessels, smugglers avoid any detection by maritime 

domain awareness tool, in a similar strategy used by illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) 

fishing. The risk of collision is increased since such systems are designed to prevent this event, 

and in case of accidents the rescue teams would not be alerted. 

During this maritime trip local communities are often involved (local fishermen, dhows 

owners). In Obock the economic incentives to smuggling is considerable. A fisherman owns 

5.50 USD on most profitable days, whereas he can obtain easily ten times more than this 

amount per day when conducting migrants. Concerning the owner of dhows, Expertise France 

precised that the expected amount might reach several thousands of euros per trip. ISS Africa 

quoted 50 USD per migrant transported as revenue for the dhow owner. Considering a 

minimum value of 50 migrants onboard per trip, the results reached 2 500 euros per trip for 

the owner of the boat, which is consistent with Expertise France assessment.  
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B. Puntland or Puntland / Somaliland disputed regions to Yemen : concerning both Ethiopian 

and Somali migrants 

Ethiopian migrants also travel to Somalia and cross first the bordering region of Toghdeer. 

Then they reach the region of Sanag (whose North Western part is extremely close to Bosaso 

and include the city of Elaayo). They sail to Yemen from Bosaso (or neighboring region) to 

reach governorate of Shabwah or rarely the region of Hadramawt. Regarding Somali migrants, 

as stated before they do not depart much from Obock. ISS Africa described the route through 

Somalia as fairly uniform and the smuggling network is supported by formal and informal 

political arrangements. 

Tog Wajale is a frequent departure point through Somalia to Yemen, especially for Ethiopians. 

The migrants often met their smugglers in Tog Wajale where hawala checks occurred. The 

journey through Somalia includes stopovers for Ethiopian migrants, especially in the city of 

Hargeisa. From this city some migrants continue on foot or search a job to fund their journey 

to the following stopover : Burao, another checkpoint for hawala. This city is often a place 

where Ethiopians need again to work to get money for the following steps. The migrants are 

then channelled through disputed areas between Somaliland / Puntland, to step in Puntland 

and reach Bosaso. In Bosaso many migrants ultimately work again before boarding to Yemen. 

The risk is to be arrested by any local police administration in Somalia. In this regard, smuggling 

network relies on (more or less) formal agreements with diverse authorities in these two 

particular regions of Somalia, Somaliland and Puntland, including disputed areas. In that 

sense, lack of governance and weak / corrupted institutions do nurture the development of 

the smuggling network. Across these two regions, besides police checkpoints, the clan-based 

communities are skeptical to allow flow of migrants through their territories unless an 

agreement was found. Tog Wajale to Yemen through Bosaso was priced around USD 300 to 

450 in 2017. 

 

C. Yemen : Interests of smugglers in a country torn by civil wars 

As per Center for Military Studies (Denmark) research paper, UNHCR described the networks 

behind TiPSoM in Yemen as « well-established, transnational smuggling and human trafficking 
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networks that actively promote their services to migrants and profit from Yemen’s weakened 

governance » (p. 21). 

In Yemen migrants are channelled through Marib (located at the middle distance between 

both major landing sites of Shabwah or Aden, and the KSA border). Then migrants are 

facilitated towards Northern borders between Yemen and KSA, up to city of Sa’Dah. 

In the Northern regions of Yemen a system of collaboration between authorities and 

smugglers was alleged by several local sources. The system might consist of payments at 

checkpoints along the main routes (there are considerable security controls in the North). If 

migrants are unable to pay, or unable to work, or were already pushed back while trying to 

cross borders with KSA, then these migrants are held in official detention center in Sa’Dah or 

in Sana’a. There is a center operated by smuggler and unofficially supported by the authorities 

in Monabbih. It is a sort of containment yard, to detain migrants before pushing them back to 

KSA. Some migrants in these centers are forced to go back to the South across frontlines. Twice 

a week trucks drive migrants until the frontlines of conflict. 

In the South of the country, migrants are detained by smugglers to prevent them from going 

back to the HoA. Smugglers expect migrants to reach KSA / Gulf countries and intend to later 

extort them in the Gulf regarding their future working revenues. Extorting familes by torturing 

or detaining migrants in Yemen was also reported as a frequent practice. Some other migrants 

are ordered to care for domestic labour, especially women. 

With regards to allegations of forced integration of migrants into different factions of the 

conflict, this happened on both sides but not frequently, as per several local sources. Forced 

recruitment is more a threatening strategy to convince the migrants to cross the border of 

KSA… otherwise migrants will have to take part in the conflict. 

The smuggling networks are highly lucrative for both North and South of the country. On top 

of the initial price paid by migrants, several expenses shall be integrated : additional daily 

expenses (water on the road…), detention fees paid by migrants, fees collected from the 

family to release the migrants, forced labor with no wages, future extortions on revenues if 

migrants reach KSA. The whole revenue of the smuggling activities is far above the value 

resulting from the initial payments multiplied by estimated number of migrants. 
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The border between Yemen and KSA in a context of war is a place where corpses of dead 

migrants are frequently found and reported by the media. Within the conflict, the diverse 

sides tend to hold the other responsible and it is complex to identify the culprits of precise 

tragic events. Bribery and discriminative considerations regarding profile of migrants were 

also hinted as playing a role for the transfer of some migrants to the Gulf countries. 

 

D. Assessment of preparedness :  from misleading information to encountered risks 

The existing gap between the extremely low preparedness and the manifold dangers 

encountered during this perilous itinerary is a significant concern and guided some preventive 

actions of program (information at local community level). 

Most Ethiopian migrants underestimated the cost of the travel, especially concerning 

additional expenses for basic needs. Only 15% of migrants were aware of lack of food and 

water, as stated in the 2021 IOM report in Obock. As per France 24 reportage, a bottle of 

water, visibly 0.5 liter, was sold around the border of Djibouti for a price of 1.50 EUR by the 

smuggling network. Dehydration threatened life of several migrants at sea and in land. The 

temperature is extremely high (40 degrees is frequent around Obock). IOM is tackling this risk 

as a key priority.  

The lack of money is based on misleading information conveyed by brokers to trick migrants 

into stepping in this dangerous route. IOM underlined that migrants were deceived by brokers 

about the price and that only 20% of migrants were aware of the multiple-brokers system 

along the route. This system also lead to extra-costs as migrants are sold from one broker to 

another and often need to pay extorsion fees. IOM concluded that brokers almost always 

shared deceptive and misleading information, downplayed drastically the risks while 

exaggerating the potential benefits. As an example, 30% of first-time migrants were aware 

about the war in Yemen and 48% about the crossing by sea required for this trip. The second 

point constitute a major maritime security threat as many migrants never saw the sea and are 

not able to swim. EUNAVFOR (ATALANTA) and Food and Agriculture Organization of the 

United Nations (UN, FAO) regularly noticed such poor human conditions of migrants on small 

fishing vessels.  
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Solidarity in the travel between companions is high. This solidarity can be witnessed when 

watching the France 24 reportage. An explanation is that some migrants travel from the same 

places of origin. Brokers in Ethiopia recruit migrants based on the proximity they entertained 

with local communities. Some migrants use the same broker and might be from the same 

regional community. 

 

PART III –  Reconstruction of the network : organigram, roles attribution, ethnical 

composition, financial gains and partners of the network 

A. Facilitator, broker, smuggler or trafficker : organigram of the network considering 

international law perspective and field reality 

Most Ethiopian migrants reach a broker (facilitator) to coordinate the road, or even were lured 

into this illegal migration due to misleading information conveyed. This kind of broker 

(facilitator) is close to the community in Ethiopia and might even be a relative. In the 

litterature the broker can also be described as a facilitator to depict his active local « marketing 

support » on behalf of the network. In Ethiopia, regional communities frequently grant respect 

to the broker (facilitator) who is the closest point of contact between the network and the 

communities. 

The Center for Military Studies pointed out a negative perception of smugglers from the local 

communties point of view in Bosaso. In this major onboarding site of Somalia (Puntland), local 

smugglers are contempted and even parents are willing to adress their children to justice (on 

a preventive basis) rather than seeing their sons leaving with the smuggler. Local communities 

are more directly witnessing the abuses and risks, whether on sea or in Yemen, since Bosaso 

is a much more advanced location in the circuit. Some locals sold their properties while their 

sons endured the dangerous travel organized by smugglers. Thus the reputation of brokers / 

smugglers in Bosaso is pretty negative since communities do witness more closely the financial 

extorsion, risks and abuses. 

Somali mostly contact brokers to secure the journey, or obtain a place to stay in Bosaso. 

Brokers also help developping connections with their counterparts in Yemen. The price for the 
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journey to Bosaso ranges from USD 30 to USD 150 and account for travel, housing, food in 

Bosaso and sometimes insurance in case of arrest (if the Somali police arrest the Somali 

migrant under suspicions of illegal migration planned). The fees charged for a Somali migrant 

sailing to Yemen is around 100 to 150 USD. 

The complexity of role attribution increased when considering the difference between 

smuggler and trafficker from an international law point of view. 

Protocol Against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air and Sea (UN, 2000),  Article 3 (a) : 

« Smuggling of migrants » shall mean the procurement, in order  to obtain, directly or 

indirectly, a financial or other material benefit, of the illegal entry of a person into a State Party 

of which the person is not a  national or a permanent resident ». 

Whereas trafficking is defined as followed in the Article 3 (a) of the Trafficking in Persons 

Protocol (UN, 2000):  

 « Trafficking in persons » shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or 

receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of 

abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of 

the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having 

control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a 

minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, 

forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of 

organs. » 

Deception is regularly mentioned since facilitators play a key role in promoting misleading 

information regarding the Eastern Route among local communities. Several other conditions 

quoted on the first part of the definition of trafficking in persons seem also to be met. There 

is a a minimum condition in the last sentence of the definition. Prostitution was an 

occasionally encountered topic especially for women in Yemen (but not as frequent as forced 

domestic work). Forced labour occurs frequently in Yemen were migrants are living in a 

situation similar to servitude. Forced labour also occurs somehow when the migrant has to 

work in Somalia to pay the next segment of the trip due to misleading information on the total 
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price of the Eastern Route. This situation can be assimilated to disguised forced labour. 

Detention is also another condition that could fit this criteria, especially when accompanied 

by torture. 

The risk of being captured by traffickers is particularly high in Yemen compared to Djibouti as 

Expertise France reported from interviews of Ethiopians migrants coming back from Yemen to 

Djibouti. This risk is even more acute for : women (sexual slavery, serving local militias), and 

for those who paid smugglers on arrival.  

The situation in Djibouti evolved slighlty from the time of the Expertise France report (2017). 

The small country switched from Tier 3 to Tier 2 Watchlist (as evidenced in the most recent 

trafficking in persons report of the Department of States, July 2022). The document stressed 

that : « The Government of Djibouti does not fully meet the minimum standards for the 

elimination of trafficking but is making significant efforts to do so » (p. 206). 

The somehow blurred distinction between traffickers and smugglers prevails in this network 

for some roles. Facilitators (same for initial brokers), are often largely assisting a smuggling 

process upon rewards and are far from trafficking. Furthermore, the initial smuggler might 

operate in the HoA and might not coordinate the segments in Yemen (where more senior 

smugglers operate, including Yemeni nationals and most probably carrying out some 

trafficking). In that case the first smuggler from the HoA could be labelled as a smuggler 

providing (directly / indirectly) assistance to trafficking practices... The degree of awareness 

of the risks of the itinerary and practices in place in previous or further steps, from the 

facilitator, broker or other smuggler points of view shall be assessed on an individual basis and 

case by case… 

From an operational perspective the facilitator is in Ethiopia close to the community and carry 

out the local marketing. Facilitators refer to more senior brokers (that could also liaise with 

communities to support « initial marketing »). This broker is in relation with an even more 

senior broker (in link with a smuggler), or directly in contact with the smuggler. Smugglers 

have different levels of seniority, some of them are on the field, other supervising at distance. 

Smugglers also supervise connections with partners of the smuggling network described in the 

last section of this part. 
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France 24 reportage and Expertise France revealed further details concerning the route to 

Obock and how the system operates. First, a smuggler guides migrants until they cross Djibouti 

border. Then after a travel by foot they reach another smuggler in Obock for the maritime 

part of the route. The contact of the second smuggler is provided by the first one. The network 

is qualified as streamlined and efficient by Expertise France since there was a learning process 

across years : from cash to hawala (described later), but also circuit changes to avoid coast 

guards, use of information technology, boats with no signals…most smugglers do have access 

to high-level of technology and information. 

The distinction between these four roles on the field is complex due to the hidden nature of 

the activities. In Tog Wajale (Somalia, hawala first checkpoint) near the border between 

Ethiopia and Somaliland, the police (from Ethiopia) reported to ENACT Africa that the 

distinction between smuggler, trafficker, community member is challenging to notice9. 

Not every migrants contact brokers, some try independently. These migrants are at risk, as 

they might later need / be forced to join the networks and are potential victims of trafficking. 

 

B. Ethnical composition and operational roles 

Majority of smugglers operating in Djibouti are Ethiopians, from the Afar tribe according to 

Expertise France in 2017. Most of smugglers who are facilitating movements in Yemen are 

Yemenis, according to local observers. These smugglers are also potentially « above » the HoA 

smugglers, who mostly act as local representatives. 

In the report Expertise France quoted an allegation from an official in the Ministry of interior 

affirming that Somalis usually play the role of hawala traders maintaining contacts with peers 

in Ethiopia, Djibouti, Somalia, KSA and further Gulf countries. Somalis are effectively 

represented across the HoA through diaspora or nationals from Somali origin.  

 
9 Human trafficking, Combating human trafficking and migrant smuggling in Ethiopia more effectively, ENACT, 
26th Agust 2021 : https://enactafrica.org/enact-observer/combating-human-trafficking-and-migrant-
smuggling-in-ethiopia-more-effectively 
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This testimony shall be handled with care considering that smugglers guiding the migrants 

from Ethiopia to Djibouti were frequently reported as Afars. The Afar / Somali clash10, was 

even reported by some sources to extended partly to Djibouti in 2021. The presence of Afars 

and Somalis, if it is the case, in the same smuggling netwok might indicate a working structure 

recruiting staff at each step based on their capabilities. These capabilities to operate in a 

smuggling networks seem mostly linked to ethnical group appartenance in a region when 

ethno-federalism is the rule. The Afars are adjacent to Djibouti and could serve as guides. The 

Somalis enjoy strong diasporas and merchants traditions throughout the Gulf countries and 

the HoA. Thus they could play role as hawala traders. 

Adugna et al. (2021) through a valuable and conceptually challenging local research in  a region 

of Northern Ethiopia (near Djibouti) questioned the perception of brokers and organization of 

network. The authors conclusions are that « smuggling networks are developed through 

personalized relationships, based on co-ethnic bonds rather than extended and complex 

criminal networks » (p. 2). The authors corroborate the social appraisal of facilitators in 

Ethiopia often considered as « door openers » or « migrants helpers » (p. 3). The personalised 

relationship (in Ethiopia) can be understood through the role of the facilitators and the co-

ethnic bonds was also confirmed previously. 

The sophistication of the network was revealed by Expertise France, France 24 reportage,  

comments from several NGOs etc. This network includes several ethnical groups and sectorial 

specialists (guides, drivers, merchants for foods, shipping experts, fisherman and boat owners, 

finance experts, havala traders, extorsion specialist…). Thus, this last part of the conclusion 

caught the attention and will be discussed in the last section of Part 4. 

 

C. Financial strategy : from cash collection to a sophisticated hawala system operating on 

checkpoints 

The investigation of Expertise France indicated that the smuggler guiding migrants in Djibouti 

through Lake Assal to Obock, used to collect cash money. The identification of the smuggler 

 
10 At least 100 killed in border clashes between Ethiopia's Somali and Afar regions – official, REUTERS, 7th April 
2021 : www.reuters.com/article/us-ethiopia-security/at-least-100-killed-in-border-clashes-between-ethiopias-
somali-and-afar-regions-official-idUSKBN2BT2BZ 
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was even more easy as he kept significant amount of cash when caught by the police. The cash 

was then confiscated. A part of the cash constitute smugglers revenue, another part was also 

used to pay bribes or to pay the next smuggler in the route. 

The system adapted and now relies mostly on a prepaid journey with successive checks. The 

migrant is asked at checkpoints to perform calls from designated places (usually shops), either 

to confirm that he paid entirely, either to ensure that relatives are currently paying the 

requested installments for the concerned segment. The migrant either advanced fund for the 

whole journey, which of course is not a guarantee to reach KSA neither to stay safe during the 

journey, either has to remunerate progressively along the road when entering a new segment, 

as per agreements with the first hawala checkpoint or before departure. 

Hawala system is worth describing : two hawala traders entertain relations, one is in Djibouti 

(or in Somalia, or in Yemen…), the other is in Ethiopia. The family is liaising either with a hawala 

trader, either with a correspondent referring to the hawala trader in Ethiopia. This hawala 

trader can reach another hawala trader in Djibouti (or respectively in Somalia, Yemen…). The 

trader in Djibouti is linked either directly or indirectly to the shop in Djibouti (from which the 

call will be performed for the check). This informal financing system is difficult to track since 

operations are not registered by any authority. The hawala system relies on arrangements and 

consolidation between small shops, points of contact for local communities, and larger hawala 

traders accessing regional networks of participants.  

Hawala checks in Somalia are done when entering Wajale. As per ISS Africa, the guarantee of 

hawala in Somalia relies on the long-standing relationship between hawala traders, 

reputational respect, ethnic / tribal loyalty... Wajale and Burao are place where hawala traders 

also belong to Oromo, Amhara and Tigray ethnical groups so as to allow these transfers and 

arrangements for a large scope of migrants. Checks will also be done in Bosaso before 

boarding to Yemen. 

The extensive Ethiopian and Somali diasporas in the Gulf countries, in the USA or in Europe 

also contributed to sustain the migration flows by providing necessary funds for the 

movements or by paying the smugglers. 
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D. Nexus with partners and assessment of potential threats to security  

Adugnaa et al. (2021) challenged the sensationalist description of an organized network of 

smugglers raising threats to national security. Indeed, the smuggling network is not raising a 

precise direct threat to national security as a terrorist network would with a communication 

or by visible and disastrous actions. On the other hand, the migration flows contribute to 

increase regional risks in terms of maritime security from a human point of view (deaths at 

sea, accidents, dehydration…). The large amount of money collected by the smugglers is also 

a matter of concerns but developping links with terrorists is not the goal of the network. This 

might occur indirectly and rarely (potentially through bribes to some tribes, clans or corrupted 

officials).  

In the Center for Military Studies report, interviewees pointed out connection to other 

maritime crimes such as (former) piracy (due to existant dormant networks in Bosaso with 

similar dhow ships and skilled fishermen) and weapons trafficking. Piracy turned out more 

risky and complex after 2013, while the Eastern Route was a more secure opportunity. IUU 

fishing use also same boats swith no signals. In conclusion, same boat owners and fishermen 

could logically partner with migrant smuggling networks, perform IUU fishing, smuggle arms 

to Somalia when returning from Yemen and might be former actors of piracy. The mass of 

smuggled weapons in Somalia also attracted interests of Al Shabaab. 

Bosaso was also pointed out as a delivery point for small weapons by several journalists. These 

networks for weapons smuggling are qualified as sophisticated and transnational by Jay 

Bahadur (November 2021) and used same dhow and skiffs. Interestingly, hawala systems also 

operate for weapons payments in the Somali - Yemen arms trades.  In a second research 

regarding hawala payments (Bahadur, September 2020), Bosaso is further qualified as « the 

epicentre of the illicit trades » of arms (p. 1) . 

TiPSoM takes place within the complex maritime crime nexus : « Piracy - IUU Fishing - TiPSoM 

- Weapons Smuggling - Terrorism » with complicity of most actors since TiPSoM nurtures other 

maritime criminal activities and corruption. Though, the link with other activities is not 

systematic and might even occur outside of the direct context of the smuggling network. That 

is the case when fishermen partnering with the smuggling network sailed back to Somalia with 

arms from Yemen for their own revenues, or when IUU fishing is carried out by same boat 
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owners… or when some fishermen driving migrants were former actors of piracy…It cannot 

be excluded that the arms sold at the return would not finish in the hands of Al Shabaab, but 

this does not constitute a direct link between smuggling of migrants and terrorist networks. 

Also local actors (for example facilitators) are not involved in the management of connections 

with « partners ». 

The volume of money and corruption generated consolidate a criminal climate in the HoA / 

Yemen. Some links between actors are extremely indirect, however the nexus is still present 

but not rigid and not systematic. Thus, considering the extent of the risks created by TiPSoM 

networks and to avoid a sensationalist approach, the following part provide practical 

recommendations to  preventive programs. 

 

PART IV : Which recommendations to prevent smuggling, assist migrants and monitor the 

impact of the smuggling network ? 

A. Economic measures to foster regional integration and promote stability 

The overconfidence in Abiy Ahmed liberalism disappointed the Western observers. Reversely, 

some « top-down » liberal policies, with a single approach of sub-Saharan Africa as a market, 

did not integrate the complexity and reality of the field.  

An example is the African Growth and Opportunity Act. The U.S. Customs and Border 

Protection defines on its website the program as follows : « The African Growth and 

Opportunity Act (AGOA) provides duty-free treatment to goods of designated sub-Saharan 

African countries (SSAs). The program dates from 2000 and has the goal of promoting 

economic growth through good governance and free markets ».  As stressed by several author, 

U.S. markets access did not lead to an economic diversification in Africa. The program 

appeared even as a U.S. foreign policy and influence tools, especially when in 2021 Ethiopia 

was suspended from the program because of the war. 

As confirmed by the former Eritrean diplomat in exile to RFI, economic integration was absent 

of the peace agreement between Ethiopia and Eritrea. Progress towards more economic 

integration or regional governance would necessarily include some discussions around these 
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non-controlled migration flows. Other connected challenges would be discussed like : IUU 

fishing, risks of piracy, Al Shabaab… Somalia appeared to take the lead on these questions, 

particularly considering prospective cooperation with China. Former President Farmajo 

defended the concept of economic integration between the three countries of the HoA after 

the Forum on China-Africa cooperation11. The presence of a Chinese naval base in Djibouti, 

established in 2017, could also be an additional asset to tackle  diverse complex smuggling 

networks in the region,  if China is supportive of such efforts.  

 

B. Communication campaign among communities with a do-no-harm approach 

IOM reports underlined that the risk understanding of the Eastern Route is progressively 

sharpened along the route. Detention of migrants in Yemen is also carried out to prevent them 

from going back home and confirmed the progressive awareness of the risks. Increasing 

awareness about the danger of this route would either deter some migrants to initiate such a 

travel or help them avoid some risks with a better preparation. The target is to limit the desire 

to move (as suggested by ISS Africa) with communication on risks encountered. Local actions 

should not restrict movements or criminalize the direct facilitators (who is often in close 

connection and a relative, or trusted friends of the future migrants). A do-no-harm approach 

shall be implemented when discussing with local communities and strictly followed by the 

authorities. 

 

C. Rooting out the worst smugglers  / traffickers through hawala network reconstruction or 

field interviews 

The smuggler identification is complex when a group of illegal migrants is arrested, due to the 

almost cashless nature of the migration. To coerce migrants weapons are often carried, but 

can easily be concealed or thrown away. The interest of migrants is to reach KSA and the 

interest of smugglers is to have the migrants reach KSA and extort fund within the road and 

future revenues in KSA. Thus, a police interception would lead to the whole group (migrants 

 
11 Somalia, Eritrea and Ethiopia seek economic integration, Bob Koigi, 7th September 2018 
https://africabusinesscommunities.com/news/somalia-eritrea-and-ethiopia-seek-economic-integration/ 
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and smugglers) escaping with almost no possibilities to identify the group’s smuggler or to rely 

on denunciations. 

Despite being outside of the banking sector, hawala traders keep some contacts and data in 

shop or on notes, materialized by names and phone numbers. Material found by authorities 

constitute the starting point to reconstruct the network from a node. The network was 

revealed from Ethiopia to the Gulf countries among other KSA. It is not surprising since 

migrants in KSA are harassed to pay part of their revenues to the smuggling network after 

reaching KSA. Some cities are renowned hawala checkpoints to initiate an investigation : (Tog 

Wajaale, Burao, Bosaso, Obock… 

It also appeared from hawala shop checks, interviews of migrants or material found during 

controls of migrants, that several names / pseudonyms were recurrent, pointing out some 

active smugglers. Both governments and migrants have common interests in identifying the 

worst smugglers and this approach could enhance the confidence and sharing of information 

between citizens and authorities. The corruption issues still remain as certain officials are 

working in cooperation with the smuggling networks. 

 

D. Maritime security and surveillance strategy 

In terms of maritime security, international navies tend to be away from TiPSoM area (since 

smugglers navigate at night and avoid main routes or areas patrolled by CMF or Atalanta). 

Coast guards are in a better operational position (but critically not in a sufficient number) to 

assist migrants in danger at sea. 

The coast guard intervention could prove useful when a capsizing occured. The Yemeni and 

Somali coastguards intervened several times when a boat was identified within respective 

territorial water. The intervention of coast guard also encouraged smugglers before escaping 

to push out of boat dehydrated and famished migrants (who often never saw the sea from 

their life). The same situation could occur if smugglers see an international navy approaching 

them. Attempts to reinforce the presence of the coast guards to intercept boats might 

paradoxally aggravate the maritime security risks. 
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Intervention and arrestation of smugglers at the onboarding sites shall be prioritized as these 

sites are under mandate of coast guards and national authorities. Several operations were 

initiated against smugglers at onboarding sites in Puntland and proved more secure than 

operating further away in territorial water. As many migrants cannot swim onboarding is 

never far from the shores so that migrants can walk to the boat. Smugglers often modify the 

exact departure location and departure time. Onboarding is essentially happening at night and 

in some known areas. These areas are kilometers / dozens of kilometers wide, so that 

outnumbered coast guards experiment difficulties to intercept the rapid onboarding. Some 

coast guards improvised changes of patrol routes, which proved efficient in disturbing the 

smugglers plans. 

 

E. Training on the distinction between smuggling and trafficking and laws enforcement 

Increased efforts over the last years (qualified as modest by ISS Africa) to limit smuggling 

through Somalia put pressure on the network. Only the most robust smugglers were able to 

adapt. Paradoxically these smugglers negotiated closer with the authorities and developped 

enhanced relations. The fees requested for the Eastern Route were raised  (since concurrence 

decreased and bribery or operational costs increased to reflect higher risks). Thus the impact 

of measures is always complex to assess ahead of practical implementation. 

Institute for Security Studies (ISS) in a 2017 report stated that : « Policymakers should avoid 

conflating irregular migration and migrant smuggling with the issues of human trafficking, 

other forms of organised crime, and terrorism » (p. 2). On this point Adugna et al. (2021) 

precised that « Linking migrant smuggling to transnational organized crime has allowed states 

to characterize migrant smuggling as a threat to public order and national security and justify 

the militarization of borders » (p. 7). This increase of military powers in a sensitive area like 

the HoA could encourage conflicts or abusive situations nurturing wishes to leave the country.. 

The U.S. State Department noticed in the 2022 trafficking in persons report, some 

improvements in Djibouti: « efforts included partnering with international experts to expand 

training to stakeholders on the distinction between human trafficking and migrant smuggling 

» (p. 206). Djibouti actually adapted its penal code to integrate migrant smuggling and human 
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trafficking with a focus on the victims security and rights with preventive actions. Significant 

efforts were dedicated to victims rescue, assistance, among others: implementation of 

standard operating procedures for coast guards to identify victims, development of victim 

referral procedures for the transit of migrants, intensified awareness campaigns among 

communities… 

These efforts translate the spirit of the 2016 law in Djibouti12, aimed at granting rights to 

victims : « Loi n° 133/AN/16/7ème L du 24 mars 2016 portant sur la lutte contre la traite des 

personnes et le trafic illicite des migrants ».  Migrant smuggling is described in article 19 and 

20 of the law with minor sentence (2 to 5 years of prison) compared to diverse sort of human 

trafficking quoted in this law. 

Some taskforces were set up to combat human trafficking, especially by the Ministry of Justice 

as of July 2021. Despite these efforts and an increased cooperation with international 

stakeholders, there was no conviction of traffickers over the last five years in Djibouti. Sixteen 

potential trafficking crimes were investigated in 2021 (three more than in 2020). The reason 

for dismissal of cases were purely based on the procedures. In Djibouti as a city the 

investigation report shall be  provided within two days after the arrest of potential culprit 

(three days if crimes are committed in Djibouti as a country).  

Some judges relied on hard copy of the penal code that were not enough updated to include 

this 2016 law. Integrating the local context peculiarities when designing any counter 

smuggling policies, thus one key point underlined by ISS : « Policies to counter migrants 

smuggling must be country specific and adequately account for the social, economic and 

political context in which it takes place » (p. 2). 

Expertise France mentionned the 2016 Djibouti law, qualified as minimal advancement by U.S. 

embassy in Djibouti, to fight against against trafficking in persons and illicit smuggling of 

 
12 DOCUMENT : Que dit la loi sur la lutte contre la traite des personnes et le trafic illicite des migrants ?, La 
Nation, 31st July 2019 
www.lanation.dj/document-que-dit-la-loi-sur-la-lutte-contre-la-traite-des-personnes-et-le-trafic-illicite-des-
migrants/ 
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migrants. The U.S. embassy13 qualified this law as incomplete since it does not provide enough 

protection to children (no establishment of minimum age for hazardous work).  

 

F. Consolidation of data between NGO and protection program on the field 

In Yemen, IOM triangulates data with other agencies or NGOs that are monitoring inland 

regions, coastlines and main smuggling routes to provide first aid to migrants. Two 

distinguished teams are operating complementarily :  

• DTM Team : The team counts and lead the concise interview with such questions : 

nature of the movement, people involved, protection risks and violations 

experienced… 

• Protection Team : The team patrols between two migrant points to provide support / 

first aid (emergency healthcare, food, water, injuries …). Sometimes the team 

encountered people that were extorted, detained, near landing points, and/or abused. 

Protection team also ask migrants if they want to return to their country. To be 

approved this Voluntary Humanitarian Return (VHR) requires approval from both 

authorities in Yemen and Ethiopia. The Protection team and IOM assist for documents. 

If migrants are not interested in returning to the country of origin Protection team 

provides information for the future routes and danger along the routes and indicate 

to migrants the place where they could find help. 

An efficient and extensive network of NGO partnering on the field is of great value for the 

assistance of migrants, preventive work among communities and monitoring of data. The 

governments of the HoA would have much interest in enhancing cooperation with NGOs. 

Considering the 2021/2022 crises : Taliban rule over Kabul, conflict in Ukraine, food security 

issues, budget and donations to support the HoA / Yemen programs are limited, whereas 

there was an increased number of migrants through Eastern Route in Q1 and Q2 2022.  

 

 
13 2016 International Child Labor Report, U.S. Embassy in Djibouti, 

https://dj.usembassy.gov/2016-international-child-labor-report/ 
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This research paper will be followed and complemented by further research papers 

regarding regional stability in Aden / Somalia / HoA. The aim is to foster peaceful regional 

integration, to promote sustainable human development and exchanges, while monitoring risk 

of trafficking or funding of terrorist groups. 
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